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ALSO A SUMMER RESORT.
Some people take college as a first resort, some as a last resort, and others
take it as apleasure resort.—Daily Kansan.
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Eagle Soared,” a short
story by Robert Case, won the first
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evidently needed as practice for I think
that the most noticeable feature of the
collection was the careless structure of

PUIIS Lira FIELD

the stories.”
“The stories showed much imagination, held in leash by the bounds of
probability,” said Mr. Thorne. “In general. I was surprised at the literary val-
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Imperial Cleaners and Hatters
The Most Modern Methods Used in Cleaning and Pressing Ladies’ and Men’s Clothes, Hats, Gloves,
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This picture is expected to prove the
greatest of Miss Young’s many successes
and is particularly interesting in the fact
that it inaugurates the Clara Kimball
Young Film Corporation, the first producing organisation ever created in the
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PREPARE
For Dress

Up week by buying your Toilet
Preparations, Toilet Soaps, Toilet Water,
Perfumes, etc., at

The

University Pharmacy

Sidney
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Allen, Prop.

Cor. 11th and Alder Sts.
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screened under the
The production
direction of Albert Capellani, who has
produced a number of Miss Young’s finest pictures, including "Camille" in which
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at
Prof. Schroff or Doch

leading male role is played by Conway
Tcarle, one of the best known of the
while
of the day,
younger stage stars
I’aul Oupellain, who has supported Miss
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790 East 11th
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Club Shine

Others in the cast are Edna Hunter. Lillian Cook, Julia Stuart. Edward M. Kimball, Lydia Knott and l>. J. Flnuuigan.

Where all the Students Go.
George MaloS'

The University of Illinois has offered monthly prizes of two dollars each

stopping Junction City, Albany, Salem, Woodburn, Oregon
Morrison Street,

Special will return Leaving Portland,
Sunday 7 p. ni. April 15th.
JOHN M. SCOTT, General Passenger Agent
Portland
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SPECIAL TRAIN
For the accommodation of students and others will leave Eugene 1:20 p. m. April 6th., making fast time to Portland,
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hers attending will be Fean Junia Todd
of Willamette, l>ean Fawcett of O. A.
C., Mrs. Carl Gregg Foney, wife of
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MISS FORBES TO HEAR GANZ
Miss Winifred Forbes, instructor in
violin in the school of music, is goiujr to
Cortland to hear Gauic. the distinguished
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Maurice, representing the sophomores,
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